Gene 3 endonuclease of bacteriophage T7 resolves conformationally branched structures in double-stranded DNA.
Gene 3 endonuclease of bacteriophage T7 has been expressed from the cloned gene, purified, and characterized as to its activity on different DNA substrates. Besides its known strong preference for cutting single-stranded DNA rather than double-stranded DNA, the enzyme has a strong preference for cutting conformationally branched structures in double-stranded DNA, either X or Y-shaped branches. Three types of branched DNA substrates were used: relaxed circular DNAs containing large cruciform structures (a model for Holliday structures, presumed intermediates in genetic recombination); X-shaped molecules having a limited potential for branch migration, made from the cloned phage and bacterial arms of the lambda attachment site; and Y-shaped molecules, made by hybridizing molecules homologous except for a 2 X 21 base-pair palindrome in one of them. Gene 3 endonuclease cuts two opposing strands at or near the branchpoint to resolve these substrates into linear molecules, and does not cut the potentially single-stranded tips of the stem-and-loop structure generated from the palindrome. The position of the cleavage points on the equivalent arm of two X-shaped molecules, constructed from wild-type and mutant lambda attachment sites, show that the enzyme can cut at several different sites within or slightly 5' of the limited region of branch migration. The various activities of gene 3 endonuclease are consistent with the known role of this enzyme in genetic recombination, in maturation and packaging of T7 DNA, and in degradation of host DNA, and suggest that the enzyme recognizes a specific structural feature in DNA. Its cleavage specificity, ready availability, and ability to act at physiological pH and ionic conditions may make gene 3 endonuclease useful as a probe for specific DNA structures or for binding of proteins that alter DNA structure.